Interactions among telecommunications networks, computers, and other peripheral devices have been of interest since the earliest distributed computing systems. A key architectural question is the location (and nature) of programmability. One perspective, that examined in this paper, is that network elements should be as programmable as possible, in order to build the most flexible distributed computing systems. This paper presents my personal view of the history of programmable networking over the last two decades, and in the spirit of "vox audita perit, littera scripta manet", includes an account of how what is now called "Active Networking" came into being. It demonstrates the deep roots Active Networking has in the programming languages, networking and operating systems communities, and shows how interdisciplinary approaches can have impacts greater than the sums of their parts. Lessons are drawn both from the broader research agenda, and the specific goals pursued in the SwitchWare project. I close by speculating on possible futures for Active Networking.
Introduction
Distributed computing systems and remote access to computing resources are major reasons for computer networks [Bar64, Bar02] . Thus, a central question in any network design is its effectiveness as an architecture to support distributed computing. Effectiveness can be achieved in a variety of ways, ranging from the performance criteria such as bandwidth and reliability, to more subtle measures such as scalability and the ease with which new software features can be added to the system.
The current Internet has done very well with respect to scalability, and has been very effective in absorbing new technologies which increased throughput and reliability, as well as supporting new overlaid applications. For many kinds of software, the ability to add features at the "edge" of the network is sufficient. Yet for other distributed computing models, such as multicast, which require network-layer participation in the distributed computation [Dee89] , the Internet has been far less accommodating. This resistance to change extends to the network-layer itself, as conversion to IPv6 [DH96] has been very slow. This stems from several factors, of which I think the top three are:
1. There is a widely held belief in a rule of thumb for engineering network services called the "end-to-end argument". A succinct statement of the rule is: "The network should not implement functions that the end nodes will have to replicate". The original argument was for a careful examination of where features are to be placed in engineering a distributed system. Unfortunately the argument has been misread ¢ to imply that functionality which can be located at the system endpoints should be located there. A skeptic might observe that under the latter interpretation, the Internet would be source routed, and yet it is not. Some reasons (consistent with the paper) are that routing appears to work more effectively if done in the network itself, due to: (1) fast response to changes such as failures; (2) incomplete topology information; (3) the ability to construct global routes with local decisions; and (4) information reuse (the route from Penn to the University of Cambridge is likely to overlap significantly with the route to University College London, reducing required state at intermediate gateways). Another argument for driving functionality to the edges, of course, is that it avoids the problem of changing IP.
Outline of the paper
In this paper, I begin by looking back to distributed computing systems of the 70s and 80s to frame some of the technological evolution -and research -which has gotten us to where we are today. I then discuss how some of the concerns about network architecture I have listed led to the "Store Translate and Forward" model of networking. It is the STF model which led to the current renaissance in thinking about network architecture as being driven by distributed computing rather than being engineered in isolation. Two examples of this renaissance are the design of protocol boosters and the SwitchWare project. In the material below, I mix in some history which might not otherwise be recorded to illustrate the way in which a research program evolves by fits and starts into a larger agenda.
Distributed Computing and Active Networks
Process migration, was to the best of my knowledge first implemented by David Farber's DCS system [FL70, Far73] in the mid-1970s. Over the course of the 1980s, a large number of researchers, including myself, attempted to realize process migration with varying degrees of success (see my now somewhat dated survey [Smi88] for details). The basic idea was that in a distributed system, it was reasonable to allocate processes to processors based on local resources such as capacity or locally-stored data. At the time I wrote the survey, there was considerable progress on the design and implementation of these systems in the context of operating systems, but little application support and no real support for heterogeneity. In 1986, I implemented a system, later enhanced with help from John Ioannidis [SI89] , with which a process could migrate itself. The basic idea is illustrated in Figure 1 ; the enhancements consisted of using NFS to save the executable image, while sending the image's name with a single UDP datagram to a server. The server then used the name to fetch the code and continue execution (this is analogous in some ways to the approach pursued in ANTS [WGT98] ).
The system suffered from some fairly severe constraints, e.g., that it needed a daemon, couldn't migrate active I/O such as pipes or sockets, had no support for heterogeneity, etc.. Its major technical contribution was its demonstration that user-level process migration was possible, providing a new avenue towards writing distributed applications.
Based on this experience, I argued for the use of symbolic representations of state, as I believed was possible in languages such as Lisp [SGQM88] . This same notion was explored, for example, by Falcone [Fal87] . Another important discovery was that the entire program need not be moved, only parts of it [Sta86, SG90b, SG90a] ; this approach is referred to as "remote evaluation" although other code-shipping approaches were being explored concurrently, such as late-binding RPC [Par92] .
In a very deep sense, mobile code schemes followed remote execution and remote evaluation models, providing a general solution to "process migration" once appropriate language technologies became available. The capsule approach to active networking is simply an application of these mobile code techniques and technologies to the domain of networking.
The broadband Internet
In the early 1990s [Sta90] , the Internet was coming into its own as a network infrastructure. A large group of researchers was exploring methods of increasing network throughputs, by a factor of 100, using a variety of technologies, such as SONET [Bab90, SON91] , HIPPI [Gli92, HIP94, JD93] and
The really interesting possibilities here were those of building distributed computing infrastructures extended to wide areas. Low bandwidth in the core inhibited access to remote data, and the ability to migrate processing within the network had really not been achieved. The notion was that the availability of very high performance networking would allow large scale distributed computations, such as distributed chemical analyses and weather modelling, that were unachievable without access to remote computational resources and data.
Research in the AURORA gigabit testbed[CDF ¤ 92, Cla93] , in which I was involved, was centered around Asynchronous Transfer Mode (ATM) technology. While ATM signalling never quite matured, ATM link layers led to the broadband Internet [Sin02] , both in providing an infrastructure for high-speed IP overlays, and then later evolving into the methodology for building high performance IP switches [NML98] . Once ATM signalling was (wisely) replaced in architectures such as MPLS [Li99] which provided virtual paths without heavyweight signalling, the basic advantages of the technology became available to Internet users, and its impact is still felt as it is used in Digital Subscriber Lines as well as inside switch backplanes.
The Internet [Cla88] solves an interesting problem, that of providing a universal networking infrastructure [Tan88] . It addresses the problem by providing an interoperability layer, the IP packet format, which all network participants must use and accept. This makes the problem of sending data from an arbitrary device to an arbitrary device via an arbitrary network manageable. The sending device formats an IP packet and encapsulates it in one or more frames of an attached network type, such as Ethernet. Intermediate IP-compliant devices extract the packet from an incoming frame, interpret the IP packet, and then again encapsulate the packet in a frame targeted at the ultimate destination. While ATM made an attractive subnetwork technology, it did not solve the interoperability problem, and IP had an implemented signalling infrastructure. ATM systems provided fine-grained multiplexing in support of multimedia, and provided one solution to the link performance problem, but inadequately addressed the control plane represented by signalling protocols. This later generated an energetic line of research [HR98, vdML98] at the University of Cambridge, which developed virtual signalling stacks to allow customization. In many ways, the Cambridge work, which they describe as "Open Signalling", is analogous to an active networking approach limited to the network control plane.
In discussions during a visit to Penn in the early 1990s, Dave Sincoskie observed that the telephone network achieved interoperability with a circuit model based on a 20mA copper loop, and the IP network achieved interoperability with this common packet format model. Each were reaching limits in terms of the cost and ability to introduce new services into the network ¥ . He posed to me the problem of pulling the best features out of these two examples, to take the lessons learned, and apply them to a new architecture in which service introduction could be accelerated. Dave presented this problem as "interservice networking", and presented the notion of tying together services such as voice, FAX and IP. While I spent the great majority of my time working on gigabit networking, this question nagged at me. Finally, during a Fall break in Maine in 1993, in what I thought to be a completely original idea (only to be pointed to Softnet several years later by Bryan Lyles; see discussion below in Section 5) I wrote a short abstract of the idea and e-mailed it to Dave Sincoskie and Dave Farber (my colleague and research mentor), which I include as an Appendix.
The more I considered this problem, the more I became interested in Store-Translate-andForward as a networking model, as it provided a strong "Computer Science" flavor to networking. Elementary computability teaches us that translators are computers, computers are translators, and so on. Thus, STF became my focus, and I began to think about how to make it happen. At that point I did not know quite how to do STF, but it was clearly possible simply by inserting a programmable general purpose computer into the network, so research was warranted.
In addition to the basic architectural notion, my 1993 e-mail (with authentic grammatical and typographic errors) also suggested a few applications, which I include as a second Appendix, both for completeness, and because some remain interesting, almost a decade later.
So inserting translators in the network was possible, and there appeared to be interesting applications. The question then became one of how to proceed, how to make the vision happen, and how to enable new network services. The next section, on "Protocol Boosters", explains how this came about.
¦
The most successful approaches to introducing new services which later emerged, such as the World Wide Web and peer-to-peer, avoided this issue by operating as overlays
Protocol Boosters
In 1994, David Feldmeier and I discussed collaborating on a DARPA proposal submission. Bellcore had begun seeking external research funding, and David had some interesting ideas on protocol architectures. I suggested building a Desktop-Area-Network (DAN) based on my STF idea. We put together a response to DARPA on this idea, for which we used Dave's name (which I still like!) of "Protocol Boosters". The idea there, to recap, is that we can dynamically construct protocols using as-needed element insertion and deletion, to respond to network dynamics. The paradigm was to construct protocols from elements optimistically; that is, elements were inserted into protocols on-demand, as conditions were encountered that required the protocol element. This embedded my ideas about how to build loadable modules which performed translation tasks.
Use of a protocol booster on a network link Our proposal was a significant break from convention in that we were willing to alter the network fabric, in conflict with (at least the misreading of) the "end-to-end argument" discussed above in Section 1. A major goal was the ability to accelerate network evolution; we predicted that we could enable a "marketplace" of protocols, where users would select and deploy their own protocols, including network-layer protocols. One important consequence of users deploying their own network-layer protocols was that significant attention had to be paid to issues of safety and security, since the network fabric was shared. We felt that a marketplace that was more likely to develop was one of proprietary protocols developed by protocol vendors, to be sold or deployed in their own networks to achieve a competitive advantage. However, in this research effort, we focused mainly on whether protocols could be constructed using "as-needed" techniques, and if so, what form these protocols would take.
Boosted Protocols
An example that we used extensively, both to explain and to experiment with Protocol Boosters, was Forward Error Correction, or FEC. FEC is a technique which uses extra information in a message to allow recovery of the message if a portion of the message is lost or damaged. In the case of a data packet, such information might include additional packets or extra information within the packet itself which might be used for recovery. FEC provides an attractive example for "as-needed" functionality, since it is in essence pessimistic. The extra bits are sent under the assumption that things will go wrong, and the efficient encoding and recovery of the message consumes processing cycles as well. Thus, one would like to insert FEC when it was providing some benefit, but not otherwise use it. Of course looking into the future remains an unsolved problem, so we needed mechanism to adapt the protocols "on-thefly", but this approach appeared to be (and later proved to be) quite attractive, since its benefits could be easily quantified and therefore demonstrated experimentally.
Infrastructures and Experimental Results
The two most important influences on our initial attempts at implementation were Hutchinson and Peterson's [HP91] x-Kernel system and Dennis Ritchie's STREAMS [Rit84] architecture. Ritchie's system provided an elegant architecture for constructing protocols, later delivered with, and used heavily in, the AT&T System V version of UNIX. The initial notion had been one of stackable "line disciplines" for UNIX, but was generalized into stackable protocol architectures for streams of data. Stackable meant that code adhering to a message-handling discipline shared by all such STREAMS modules could be pushed onto, and subsequently popped from, a logical stack of processing modules through which streams of message data would pass. These modules could be dynamically inserted and removed while the protocol was in operation. This definitely had the right flavor for what we had envisioned for Protocol Boosters, but we felt that the programming model was (no doubt on purpose) too restrictive for what we had in mind for boosters. The x-Kernel, on the other hand, was almost completely flexible, and arbitrary protocols could be constructed using the system as a basis. The x-Kernel made heavy use of compiler techniques to connect a protocol graph of protocol components together into a system. This style of protocol composition was more to our liking, but after investigating, it appeared that the existing x-Kernel tools did not permit dynamic reconfiguration of the protocol graph.
We chose to build a system combining the dynamics we desired in protocol construction with the generality of the x-Kernel's composition architecture.
Our first attempt [MCS97] used a modified version of the FreeBSD operating system. Boosters were injected into and removed from the IP stack, accomplishing among other things compression, encryption and keyword filtering. The basic modification of the 4.4 BSDLite stack is shown in Figure 3 ; further modifications (basically a small multithreading system) were made to handle more complex boosters, as shown in Figure 4 .
The small system we had built showed that a flexible and dynamically modifiable system could be built, thus we developed a far more mature kernel infrastructure[MMR98, FMS ¤ 98] in collaboration with Bellcore. The Bellcore team developed a number of useful applications of the technique in the error detection and correction domain; the Bellcore implementation was used in satellite and wireless network trials.
Given that protocol boosters were used for many bit-intensive tasks (FEC, compression and encryption) their implementation in software presented performance challenges. We decided to dissertation demonstrated that an FEC booster could automatically detect the need for insertion using failed AAL-5 CRCs, insert itself, and enhance the performance of a set of TCP/IP/ATM benchmarks, thus demonstrating the power of the protocol architecture.
From Protocol Boosters to DARPA's Active Networking program
One thing that was becoming clear was the need for a general purpose infrastructure with which new protocols could be developed, something we had initially decided was not a main focus of Protocol Boosters. Fortunately, the flavor of Store-Translate-and-Forward in Protocol Boosters had attracted the attention of others. Several years after the fact, during a discussion with Gary Minden, the DARPA program manager responsible for funding the "Protocol Boosters" proposal, I discovered that DARPA had been internally discussing network/computer integration (NCI), and that Protocol Boosters was funded as it was a concrete proposal of a way to achieve this. Protocol Boosters provided a concrete demonstration to DARPA that approaches to NCI were possible. DARPA charged an Information Science and Technology (ISAT) study group with defining a research agenda for NCI, the one which led to the DARPA Active Networks program.
Active Networks
At SIGCOMM 1995 in Boston, I explained Protocol Boosters and my ideas on Store-Translateand-Forward to David Tennenhouse, with whom I had worked in the AURORA Gigabit Testbed [Cla93] which connected Penn, Bellcore, IBM Research and MIT in the Northeastern U.S.. Tennenhouse told me about his own plans for a programmable network infrastructure, which he called "Active Networks". Seeing that we shared a vision, we agreed to work together to make these visions a concrete reality.
Tennenhouse had been serving on the ISAT team that developed the Active Networking Program. We agreed to work on a joint publication on the ideas and vision to try to set the agenda for the research. In the meantime, Gary Minden at DARPA had successfully moved the results of the ISAT study towards a "Broad Agency Announcement" or BAA, which is DARPA's means for soliciting research proposals, and this BAA would be ready later in the Fall.
A sizable group of researchers[Yd96, HMPP96, PJ96, SJS
were involved with putting together a collaborative set of responses to the BAA. Teleconferencing was used to put together a "matrix" of contributions each laboratory could make to the overall goal of a programmable network infrastructure. The matrix represented each lab's contributions as rows with varying degrees of contribution to each of six areas: (1) Enabling Technologies, (2) Platform Development, (3) Programming Models, (4) Middleware Services and Applications, (5) Active Controls and Algorithms, and (6) Network Operations. It was clear that all of these were needed, and so the goal was to ensure that no necessary research was left out of the program. Several groups agreed to include a representation of the matrix in their proposals so that DARPA could see how participants could fit together into an overall research agenda. The research agenda was broadly similar to the one that David Tennenhouse and I had discussed in a walk along the Charles River in the Fall of 1995; this research agenda was later captured in a paper by Tennenhouse and Wetherall [TW96] .
In any case, in preparation for writing our response to BAA 96-06, "Accelerating Network Evolution with a Software Switch for Active Networks", we began to study what was known in order to distinguish the research from what had been done. In a discussion with Bryan Lyles, then of Xerox PARC in which I had described my STF model, Lyles pointed me to some beautiful early work done by Zander and Forchheimer of the University of Linkoping on a system called "SOFTNET". The SOFTNET [ZF80, ZF83] system was a packet radio network where packets of multithreaded M-FORTH code were interpreted by network elements consisting of two-processor nodes; one serviced network events, and the other ran user programs. The nodes were supported by a small operating system, which protected the network elements, e.g., to prevent buggy programs from destroying the packet-switching fabric. The focus was proof-of-concept rather than a wholesale change in network infrastructure, models and run-time support. Nonetheless, this team should be given due credit as the progenitors of what we now call "Active Networking".
Interestingly, at around the same time, the progenitor of what was originally called the "Capsules" [TSS ¤ 97] model and is now more commonly called the "Active Packet" model [HMWN02] Leading of course to that phenomenon every researcher is familiar with, of discovering your "new idea" in an ancient reference! was being developed by David Wall[Wal82] . In this paper, Wall outlined a new approach to networking. I quote from the Abstract: "Network algorithms are usually stated from the viewpoint of the network nodes, but they can often be stated more clearly from the viewpoint of an active message, a process that intentionally moves from node to node.. While some ideas such as process migration were captured earlier still by Farber's DCS System [FL70, Far73] , DCS was focused on distributed computing rather than a rethinking of how to program network functions.
While neither the SOFTNET nor the Active Message system captured the entire Active Networks agenda, they had all the foundational ideas. The advances then, would be from new technologies that had arisen since, in particular new programming language [MTH90, GJS96] and security technologies [BFL96] that could provide desirable sets of tradeoffs amongst security, programmability, usability and performance.
The next section covers the results of our research effort, which we entitled "Accelerating Network Evolution with a Software Switch for Active Networks". We had initially called the project "SoftSwitch", but after some concerns David Farber raised that this name might be trademarked, we renamed the project "SwitchWare" .
SwitchWare
We believed in 1995[SFG ¤ 96] that the research challenges included implementation of security (e.g., defining sets of allowable programs) and resource management policies (to capture notions such as time requirements for SwitchWare switched traffic with QoS requirements), which must be embedded in the SwitchWare switch's Operating System/run-time environment. The question was how to achieve them?
We were confident that programming language technologies such as strong typing [MTH90] and garbage collection [NOG93] were the "secret sauce" with which we could achieve desirable tradeoffs, but we were not completely sure about how to proceed. We could build upon the Protocol Boosters work described earlier, which was still underway, or we could embark upon an entirely new path. Since Protocol Boosters had been focused on protocol design, that project was rather agnostic with respect to the programming environment (in fact, multiple Protocol Boosters environments were built, for FreeBSD, Linux and Altera field-programmable logic devices), so we chose the "take a new path" approach.
We were fortunate to have a team of people almost tailor-made to pursue such an aggressive research agenda. In particular, Scott Nettles, a recent Ph.D. from CMU, had joined the Penn faculty and had a unique blend of programming language and operating systems technology expertise. This allowed the team to take advantage of the new programming methodologies I had alluded to earlier, and to leverage the work of the ML community, which was increasingly interested in networking applications [Bia94] .
Our major focus was on developing a programming environment with which new network functions could be dynamically inserted and deleted. We wanted to achieve high performance, and felt that a high performance environment could be built if we specialized a programming environWhich turned out to be trademarked as well! ment for networking. The notion was simple: the compiler could be relied upon to make many safety and security decisions statically, at compile time, rather than dynamically at execution time. Our belief was that if we created a "software switch" model, improvements in computer hardware would be easy to exploit, and further, that the evolution of network algorithms and services could be accelerated.
We Our original goal had been to build an environment suitable for a network element, such as a bridge or a router. The ALIEN system, first prototyped in the active bridge [ASNS97] , showed that a complete bridge could be constructed "on-the-fly" from modules that added buffered repeating, trivial LAN extension, self-learning and spanning tree functionalities. Then, as we felt that a major issue would be the robustness of the system with failed software, we built two spanning tree modules, one with an error in the module's implementation, and fell back to the correctly functioning module after a logical self-check failed.
While we used a TFTP implementation to implement the active bridge, we extended the active loader to check cryptographic credentials associated with modules. This supported remote use of the Caml [Ler95] "module thinning" approach we used to control privilege in ALIEN. After adding a secure bootstrap (AEGIS [AFS97] ) to prevent subversion of our privilege enforcement from below , we called the resulting system SANE [AAKS98a] , for "Secure Active Network Environment". One of the central contributions of the architecture was that we were able to define a privilege boundary above the immutable code of the loader. This allowed the loader to be extremely "thin", as hinted at in the illustration.
While we initially used Linux as a development platform, it became clear to us that in the role of a network element operating system, even if booted securely, Linux had severe limitations. In particular, it did not share the careful attention paid to security issues that we had focused on ALIEN, and the general distributions had no support for resource guarantees, the only way of addressing the threat of denial-of-service attacks [Nee94] . We addressed these issues with two thrusts. First, we absorbed development of a secure operating system based on capabilities, EROS [SSF99] , into the project. At one point we speculated that we might move all development to EROS, but its maturity and infrastructure in 1997 were insufficient to allow this at the time, so we kept Linux as the major development platform. The second thrust was resource guarantees for resources such as memory, bandwidth and computation time. We addressed the denial-of-service attacks in one fashion in our Secure Quality of Service Handling[AAK SQoSH used a new operating system called Piglet [MS98a, MS98b, Mui01] , which had originally been intended for smart line cards, but turned out to be ideally suited for multiprocessors (and continues to look promising for both smart line cards and for network processors). In the configuration in SQoSH, Piglet ran on one processor which managed networking activities, while Linux communicated data and control to and from Piglet via shared memory. Resource management was controlled with the same cryptographic credentialing system used to control code-loading in SANE, but adapted to the resource management interfaces offered by Piglet, thus integrating resource management with the other elements of the security architecture.
The RCANE project was a collaboration with the University of Cambridge, in the person of Paul Menage. Paul had spent a summer internship at Penn, and quickly grasped the essentials of the SwitchWare approach and architecture. He had significant experience with a new multimedia operating system, Nemesis[LMB The SwitchWare node architecture addressed all of the fundamental problems of security[AAH ¤ 98, AAKS98a, AAKS98b, AAKS99]: controlling integrity, resource multiplexing and management, and authentication. The security solutions were portable and are useful today in many contexts, from loading code onto phones to providing support for multiple isolated execution environments.
While conscious of these achievements for the network element view of active networking, we were sensitive to the assertion that the "capsules" model was more aggressive than our approach, and were intellectually curious about active packet versus active extension tradeoffs. We believed that it would be easier to build an active packet system from an active extension system (such as ALIEN) than it would be to build an active extension system using active packets (particularly in a system such as ANTS, which employed soft-state code caches). In addition, there were some very deep questions regarding the separation of concerns between what was necessary for safety, security and performance for active packets as opposed to active extensions. For example, if one accepted the model that users would deploy changes via active packets and administrators (e.g., ISPs) would control offered services via active extensions, then the active packet language would be rather restrictive, but would need the capability to reference arbitrary services.
PLAN[HKM ¤ 98] was developed by Nettles, Gunter and their doctoral students to investigate the idea of using a domain-specific language for active networking. This would have two goals. First would be the ability to restrict the language to a set of simple operations that almost all nodes would willingly execute, in the style of the ICMP ECHO packet ("ping"). Second would be a vehicle suitable for formal specification.
To achieve the first goal, the language was designed as a "glue" language which could be used to compose operations provided by active extensions. The active extension system (i.e., ALIEN) was then charged with managing authentication and authorization. This allocation of roles is similar to that used in the UNIX model of an unprivileged command interpreter used with commands and a file system which control privilege. The PLAN architecture has proven sufficiently powerful that it has been used to build an active internetwork, as well as applications such as flow-based adaptive routing (FBAR).
Towards the second goal, a formal specification of PLAN was produced by Kakkar, et al. in 1999[KHMG99] . PLAN was used in formal methods work at SRI and elsewhere in the Active Networks work due to its desirable resource-boundedness.
The SwitchWare system as a whole was used to develop user applications; Bellcore (now Telcordia Technologies) designed and implemented a network publish/subscribe application using PLAN and the SwitchWare software which showed the power of the technology in dynamically constructing network services. can be expressed within the constraints of a field-programmable logic device . I argue that ANTS is less flexible than ALIEN because ANTS could be implemented in ALIEN, while the converse is not true. I argue that PLAN and SNAP are less flexible than ANTS standalone (that is, ignoring the capability for active extensions), while in concert with active extensions (indicated by PLAN+ALIEN and SNAP+ALIEN , respectively) they absorb all the flexibility inherent in the active loader architecture. As essentially a kernel module loader, PAN performs very well and is of course quite flexible, but no better than SNAP+ALIEN.
What PAN lacks, of course, is any security. If we plotted an additional dimension of the design space, we would find the most secure combination would be the combination of ALIEN and SNAP, following our experience with PLAN+ALIEN. This gives resource bounds at the active Two legitimate counterarguments could be made. First, as a modification of the basic hardware elements, the gate array is an extremely flexible component. Second, when used in combination with other technology such as ALIEN, as the P4 was in its final instantiation [Had99] , the architect had access to all levels of the protocol architecture, down to the hardware While SNAP+ALIEN has not been implemented, the integration of the SNAP virtual machine with the active extension support of ALIEN is obvious given the integration of the PLAN virtual machine with ALIEN packet level, and with the addition of some operating support, such as SQoSH's Piglet or RCANE's Nemesis, at the active extension level as well. Problems with the Java virtual machine security, plus the lack of resource management and support for formal methods lead me to conclude that ANTS is less secure than PLAN or SNAP, particularly in the latter case where SNAP's resource usage is linear in the size of the active packet.
The combination of SNAP and ALIEN yields simultaneously the most flexible, highest performance and most secure active networking system, based on performance reported for SNAP.
A natural question is why the SwitchWare software did not gain wider acceptance, given its technical merits. It is my belief that this was a function of our attempt to solve "the whole problem" and to use the best technologies we could find or create. For example, the considerable strengths of Caml as a programming language were overwhelmed by the popularity of Java and the resulting population conversant with Java-based approaches such as that used by ANTS. Given a choice between a Caml-based system and a Java-based system such as ANTS, programmers judged ANTS "good enough" and succumbed to intellectual inertia in not learning Caml. We should have remembered that "le mieux est l'ennemi du bien" [Vol72] .
Conclusions and towards the future
The original DARPA Active Networks program is now drawing to a close, although some work remains underway. As the program was begun at the dawn of the Internet's large-scale commercialization, considerable skepticism from the research community arose, some of it legitimate, regarding performance and security. My belief is that the security issues are largely addressed, as discussed in Section 6.
The performance is adequate for the network edge, as illustrated in Figure 8 , which illustrates the number of programmed instructions ( ) that can be executed by a general purpose processor without delaying the data transmission. Specifically, almost all access networks have bandwidths less than 100 Mbits/sec, a speed at which many of the systems described in this paper operate at, or near. Supporting evidence for this claim are the domain-specific "middleboxes" appearing there such as firewalls, NATs and IDSes.
Additionally, new network processors [Int, IBM, Age] are offering a path to wire-speed performance, with specialized architectures suited to concurrent execution of networking operations. The network processor technology is positioned to provide powerful programming environments to network element developers.
Worldwide efforts in active and programmable networking are underway, particularly in Europe (see, e.g. the "Future Active IP Network" project[GPS ¤ 00] or the ALPINE project [ALP] ). In addition to the network processor market, other efforts are seeking to commercialize one or more aspects of active networking, and active networking inspired approaches such as "packetmarking"[SWKA00, SPS Nonetheless, the need for network evolution remains, and in many ways the needs of distributed computing are still not well met by the exclusion of computing APIs from the network infrastructure. The uptake on active networking has been slow, and its short-term impact has not been sufficient. The active networks work may have been wrongheaded, it may have been premature, or it may have been pursued the wrong way. While there is an element of the second, I believe that the root cause the third of these, as I see the current focus on peer-to-peer systems as a way to introduce new services using an overlay, in the style of the World Wide Web. If peer-to-peer systems become sufficiently successful, they may stimulate selective reshaping of the network layer from above, at the same time that software radio and network processors reshape it from below.
In summary, Active Networks offer an opportunity to build a truly flexible distributed computing infrastructure, where the programmer was in command of all aspects of their distributed computing model. The market is delivering network embedded programmability, albeit in an adhoc and purpose-built fashion. For example, NAT boxes are simple STF-style translators, and firewalls are event-driven programs with simple actions (pass, drop or log) driven by complex rule specifications in firewall-specific rule expression languages. The difficulty with the ad hoc approach is that these purpose-built systems cannot absorb modules and programming styles from existing systems, and are difficult to extend and compose. The active networking approach provides a common infrastructure with which such systems can be built in a robust and secure manner.
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My A major problem with the communications technologies we have developed is their incompatibility at the level of service. This level is the point at which the communications become ''data communications'' rather than sensory data or facsimiles. This interservice networking promises to become a major research and engineering challenge in the mid-to late 1990s and on into the 21st century. We propose a model of networking we call STF, for store translate and forward. The network is modeled as a graph. Nodes store and forward messages, and arcs may be associated with a translation. We are hopeful that ideas from computer programming languages can aid with the design of data typing and translation strategies. We give several examples of STF scenarios and possible translation modules. We also demonstrate analogues to other technical problems, such as heterogeneous distributed shared memories. We believe that STF is a promising approach to interservice networking. It selectively borrows from a wide range of disciplines such as programming languages, computer networking, and operating systems. Most importantly, by explicitly embedding translation into store and forward networking, it recognizes the presence of processing elements in communications systems.
Appendix 2 -Applications of Store, Translate and Forward Networks
Some applications of S-T-F Networks:
1. Combining Cellular Telephony/PCX with GPS locators to provide a global mapping capability. GPS sensors pick up GPS data. These are "translated" into a form suitable for transmission to cellular, then across landlines into a computer fabric equipped with DSM. The object location facilities embedded in the DSM are then used to make a map, zoom, combine data with Landsat data to get real-time object movement, etc.
2. Message conversion to meet changing QoS goals across communications boundaries. Consider, for example, a need to carry a message from a communications source, across secure, reliable landlines to a relay point. From the relay point, however, the reliability of any single means of communication (LEOS, point-to-point radio, telephony,....) is low. At the relay point, an STF network could replicate message packets across several alternatives to build a reliable subsystem from unreliable components.
3. Provable location information. Consider a STF network organized as a grid, say a planet-girdling grid of appropriate granularity. Longtitude and Latitude might make an appropriate coordinate system. As packets cross grid boundaries, a token they contain is tranformed using a key-controlled cryptographic system. The token can then be used to prove a particular path was taken, and that in turn, the packet's source location can be proven.
4. Heterogeneous Distributed Shared Memory. One of the major difficulties with DSM has been the inability to effectively use it in networks of heterogeneous machines. In fact, machines of the same type could be organized into "clusters", which define boundaries over which translation of data would be coupled with forwarding. In this way, the important information (tagged, e.g., as ASN.1) could cross the boundary and be reconstituted in the new cluster environment.
